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- On-task and committed 100% of the time
- Participated without taking over control of the activity
- Carried out all the responsibilities of team role
- Made very significant contributions towards the activity objective
- Was a very fair and cooperative teammate
  
  4 (best)

- On-task and committed at least 85% of the time
- Participated without taking over control of the activity
- Carried out most of the responsibilities of team role
- Made valuable contributions towards activity objective
- Was a fair and cooperative teammate
  
  3

- On-task and committed at least 75% of the time
- May have taken over control of the group at times
- Carried out some of the responsibilities of team role
- Made few contributions toward the activity objective
- May not have been a fair or cooperative teammate
  
  2

- On-task and committed less than 65% of the time
- Attempted to take over control of the group
- Did not carry out the responsibilities of team role
- Made no contributions towards the activity objective
- Was not a fair or cooperative teammate
  
  1

Additional notes and comments:
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